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	Title: Sweat It Out, The Green Way!
	School: Chinook Trail Middle School, Colorado Springs
	Sponsor: Sujit Jadhav
	Abstract: Creating clean energy is need of today’s time. Solar and Wind energy have been main focus of generating clean energy. I am proposing use of another source of clean energy - generating electricity from piezoelectric crystal integrated in gym equipments. We can use this in gyms because when people bang weights we can put the crystal between the weights so it generates electricity every time the weights hit it. The idea can be expanded to other equipments at workout space.
  
I am using Arduino microcontroller board and a piezoelectric crystal to prove the concept. I tapped on the crystal to represent the weights banging on it. Next I programmed  the microcontroller to read the output of piezoelectric crystal.  I programmed the microcontroller to take in analog value and convert it to a digital value, allowing me to read the piezoelectric crystal.

The results showed that with more mechanical pressure added, the magnitude of electricity also increases with it. More research on the topic revealed that piezoelectric crystal can’t take large pressure from the gym weights. So I am proposing use of rubber and sponge layers on either side of the crystal, so the rubber can absorb some pressure and still send some mechanical pressure to the crystal in a more controlled way.

This research shows that there is possibility of using piezoelectric generated electricity in gyms. My future plan on this project is to research more on the endurance qualities of various piezoelectric crystals and verifying the practicality of this idea.
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